In this paper we use the conventional quantum hydrodynamics (QHD) model in combination with the Sagdeev pseudopotential method to explore the effects of Thomas-Fermi nonuniform electron distribution, Coulomb interactions, electron exchange and ion correlation on the large-amplitude nonlinear soliton dynamics in Fermi-Dirac plasmas. It is found that in the presence of strong interactions significant differences in nonlinear wave dynamics of Fermi-Dirac plasmas in the two distinct regimes of nonrelativistic and relativistic degeneracies exist. Furthermore, it is remarked that first-order corrections due to such interactions (which are proportional to the fine-structure constant) are significant on soliton dynamics in nonrelativistic plasma degeneracy regime rather than relativistic one. In the relativistic degeneracy regime, however, these effects become less important and the electron quantum-tunneling and Pauli-exclusion dominate the nonlinear wave dynamics. Hence, application of non-interacting Fermi-Dirac QHD model to study the nonlinear wave dynamics in quantum plasmas such as compact stars is most appropriate for the relativistic degeneracy regime. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This is mainly due to the quantum nature of particle interactions involved in this kind of plasmas. An idealized Fermi-plasma model is the one in which fermions have much lower energies compared to the characteristic Fermi energy defined by the total number of fermions. In such case the quantum plasma is referred to as the zerotemperature quantum plasma. Despite the name, i.e. zero-temperature, it has been shown that such model is useful in description of some compact stellar objects with relatively higher temperatures as 10
Studies reveal that a degenerate plasma can behave much differently compared to the classical counterparts [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This is mainly due to the quantum nature of particle interactions involved in this kind of plasmas. An idealized Fermi-plasma model is the one in which fermions have much lower energies compared to the characteristic Fermi energy defined by the total number of fermions. In such case the quantum plasma is referred to as the zerotemperature quantum plasma. Despite the name, i.e. zero-temperature, it has been shown that such model is useful in description of some compact stellar objects with relatively higher temperatures as 10 4 K [8] . In a noninteracting low density degenerate Fermi gas model which is usually considered for solid-state materials the Pauli exclusion [9] is the dominant quantum effect although the quantum tunneling may also play a role in hydrodynamic properties of plasma. It has been shown that the tunneling effect which has negative pressure-like nature can lead to dissipation of nonlinear structures in quantum plasmas [10] [11] [12] .
The main reason for increasing interest in the study of quantum plasmas is two-fold.
Semiconductors, inertial confined dense plasmas, laser-mater interaction, etc. can be treated as quantum-like plasmas. On the other hand, astrophysical compact-stars such as dwarfs, pulsars, etc. can also be studied within the framework of quantum plasmas. The study of degenerate Fermi gas under extreme conditions such as ultra-high density and magnetic field can lead to a better understanding of internal structures and physical process in superdense astrophysical entities and stellar chain of evolution. Densities of the order 10 6 -10 9 gcm −3 may arise in white-dwarfs due to gigantic gravitational force leading to a final collapse [13, 14] . It is well known that the thermodynamical properties [15] and nonlinear wave dynamics [16] [17] [18] of a degenerate plasma can exhibit distinct behavior in nonrelativistic and ultrarelativistic degeneracy limits. There may be a mechanism in some highly magnetic white-dwarfs to generate fields as high as 10 7 G. One of these mechanisms is called the Landau orbital ferromagnetism (LOFER) [19] . Recently, it has been shown that such mechanism can lead to a collapse in the internal transverse plasma pressure the state so-called quantum-collapse in white-dwarfs [20] . However, the study of quantum plasma under such extreme cases using the conventional noninteracting QHD models used for ordinary degenerate plasmas may not seem quite appropriate at the first place.
It is understood that as the plasma density increases, i.e. as the inter-fermion distances decreases, the kinetic energy of free electrons may become comparable to their potential energy and they become trapped by ions (despite the high temperature values in compactstars) and the plasma become strongly coupled possibly in a face-centered cubic or hexagonal lattice. In such condition plasma is said to be strongly coupled and therefore other considerations such as nonuniform electron distribution, Coulomb and exchange interaction effects must be taken into account in hydrodynamic plasma treatment. In fact it has been shown by Salpeter [23] that the compositional dependence due to the aforementioned effects in a whitedwarf may lead to minor corrections in mass-radius relation of Chandrasekhar. Furthermore, at densities greater than 10 9 gr/cm 3 which can be realized for the core of white-dwarfs, the effect of inverse β-decay (electron capture) has also to be invoked [21, 23] . Although, the electron relativistic-mass effect is usually ignored in the hydrodynamics study of quantum plasmas due to the dominating effect of high electron degeneracy pressure, however, this effect may become important in some extreme relativistic cases. Asenjo et al. [22] have worked out a complete hydrodynamics theory of relativistic quantum plasma including the electron spin effect.
In this work, using a generalized form of plasma pressure, we extend the standard quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) model to the extreme conditions where interaction effects are present. The presentation of the article is as follows. The extended QHD plasma model is introduced in Sec. II. Large amplitude localized solutions and the criteria of existence of such entities is derived in Sec. III. The numerical analysis is presented in Sec. IV and a summary is given in Sec. V.
II. STRONGLY COUPLED QHD MODEL
In this model, we consider a relativistically degenerate Fermi-Dirac electron-ion plasma with interacting electrons. Using the quantum hydrodynamics (QHD) basic set of equations in the center of mass frame, the continuity equation for the two-fluid plasma may be expressed as
where, ρ = m i n i + m e n e (using the neutrality ρ ≃ m i n e ) and, u = (n e m e u e + n i m i u i )/ρ are the center of mass density and velocity of the plasma. On the other hand, the momentum equation including the Bohm-force (electron tunneling effect) is given as [4] 
where, P tot = P int +P non is the total pressure due to interaction and non-interacting energies.
The relativistic degeneracy pressure of non-interacting Fermi-Dirac gas is given by [8] 
where, the relativity parameter,
measure of the relativistic degeneracy of electrons and P F e is the electron Fermi relativisticmomentum [24] .
On the other hand, the interaction pressure due to Coulomb attraction plus ThomasFermi nonuniform-distribution, electron exchange and ion-correlation effects are expressed in the following forms [23] , respectively
where, α(= e 2 / c ≃ 1/137) and Z are the fine-structure constant and the atomic number, respectively.
where, β = R + √ 1 + R 2 .
Taking the x-direction as the propagation direction, the dimensionless set of QHD equations is thus obtained using the following standard scalings
where the normalizing factors, ρ 0 , ω pi = 4πe 2 ρ 0 /m 2 i and c s = c m e /m i denote the equilibrium plasma mass-density, characteristic ion plasma frequency and ion quantum soundspeed, respectively. Also, the bar symbol over quantities denote the non-dimensionality and are avoided for simplicity in the forthcoming algebra. Thus, in terms of the effective quantum potential, Ψ eq , we have the following closed set of QHD equations ∂ρ ∂t
We can obtain the quantum effective potential using the following relations
Thus, the effective potential in terms of the relativity parameter can be written in the following compact and normalized form e c 2 ). In Fig. 1 (left plot) a comparison has been made between the interaction effective-potentials and (right plot) the non-interaction one. It is observed that for a wide range of the relativity parameter, R, the correlation potential which is proportional to α 2 is negligible compared to others, hence, will be ignored in forthcoming algebra.
III. RELATIVISTICALLY DEGENERATE DENSITY EXCITATIONS
In this section we will evaluate arbitrary-amplitude nonlinear density excitations in an interacting Fermi-Dirac plasma using the standard pseudopotential approach. To do so, we use the coordinate transformation ξ = x − Mt (M being the Mach-number) which brings us to the co-moving frame reference, and rewrite the Eqs. 
The above differential equation is of the form d 2 A/dξ 2 = f (A) which can be multiplied by dA/dξ and integrated with respect to ξ using the aforementioned boundary conditions in from ξ = −∞ to ξ = ∞ to lead to the well-known energy integral of the form given below in terms of center of the mass density variable
from which, after some algebra, the pseudopotential describing the nonlinear density excitations can be calculated as
The problem of localized nonlinear wave propagation for Sagdeev pseudopotential is quite analogous to a particle moving in a potential. In order to set a criteria for the existence of a localized density profiles we examine the following essential conditions to be satisfied all together in order for the pseudoparticle to be confined in a pseudowell, U(ρ)
It is further required that for at least one either maximum or minimum nonzero ρ-value, we have U(ρ m ) = 0, so that for every value of ρ in the range ρ m > ρ > 1 (compressive soliton) or ρ m < ρ < 1 (rarefactive soliton), U(ρ) is negative (it is understood that there is no other roots in the range [1, ρ m ]). In such a condition we can obtain a potential minimum which describes the possibility of a solitary wave propagation. The stationary soliton solutions corresponding to the pseudo-potential, U(ρ), which satisfies the above-mentioned boundaryconditions, read as
It is observed that, the first condition for the existence of a solitary propagation is that it takes infinitely long pseudo-time (ξ) for the thermodynamic system to get away from 
It is easily conformed that, the pseudopotential given by Eq. (13) and its first derivative vanish at ρ = 1, as required by the two first conditions in Eq. (14) . Also, the direct evaluation of the second derivative of the Sagdeev potential given by Eq. (13), at unstable density value, ρ = 1, gives
which defines an upper limit Mach-number value for existence of localized soliton-like density excitations. The value of this critical Mach-number is given below
Furthermore, the examination of the limits for the pseudopotential leads to the following
revealing the fact that only rarefactive density profile is possible in this plasma. These limits along the third condition in Eq. (14) grantee the existence of at least one root ρ m < 1 to exist. Fermi-Dirac plasmas. This feature could be claimed as a proof for applicability of FermiDirac electronic-gas plasma model previously employed for white-dwarf stars in literature [20, 25] . The rarefactive pseudopotential profiles shown (in Fig. 3 ) for this plasma for various plasma fractional parameters, reveal that in fact the change to the pseudopotential shape due to the change in the atomic-number is negligible for relativistic densities ( Fig.   3(a) ) compared to those of non-relativistic ones (Fig. 3(b) ). However, the variation of the pseudopotential shape due to the change in the relativistic degeneracy parameter (R 0 ), despite the nature of its variation, is important for both relativistic (Fig. 3(c) ) as well as non-relativistic ( Fig. 3(d) ) plasma density regimes.
IV. NUMERICAL INTERPRETATIONS
The localized excitations corresponding to the values employed in Fig. 3 reveal further distinct differences between the two degeneracy regimes when the atomic composition is fixed and the plasma fractional mass-density is varied. It is remarked that in the nonrelativistic degeneracy case the increase in mass density causes the density rarefaction (density depression) to widen and get deeper, while in the relativistic degeneracy case the increase in the plasma mass-density cause only the widening of the excitation gap without a change in its depth. These distinct features of Fermi-Dirac plasmas has already been reported in many recent articles [20, 26] .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that distinct features of wave dynamics are present between the nonrelativistic and relativistic degeneracy limits in Fermi-Dirac plasmas even in the presence of Thomas-Fermi distribution, Coulomb and exchange interactions, and correlation effects.
Furthermore, it was revealed that the crystallization and other corrections which are proportional to the fine-structure constant become dominant for nonrelativistic plasma densities, but become ineffective for relativistic densities where the electron quantum tunneling and degeneracy pressure effects prevail over the minor corrections. This feature is specific to the astrophysical compact plasma densities and is opposite to the case of ordinary solid state densities observed in the laboratory. Hence, the previous simplified QHD Fermi-gas model application to relativistically degenerate white dwarf stars is justified.
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